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Abstract—A standing challenge in current intralogistics is to
reliably, effectively, yet safely coordinate large-scale, heterogeneous
multi-robot fleets without posing constraints on the infrastructure
or unrealistic assumptions on robots. A centralized approach, proposed by some of the authors in prior work, allows to overcome
these limitations with medium-scale fleets (i.e., tens of robots).
With the aim of scaling to hundreds of robots, in this article we
explore a decentralized variant of the same approach. The proposed
framework maintains the key features of the original approach,
namely, ensuring safety despite uncertainties on robot motions,
and generality with respect to robot platforms, motion planners
and controllers. We include considerations on liveness and report
solutions to prevent or recover from deadlocks in specific situations.
We validate the approach empirically in simulation with large,
heterogeneous multi-robot fleets (with up to 100 robots) operating
in both benchmark and realistic environments.
Index Terms—Distributed robot systems, multi-robot systems,
planning, scheduling and coordination.

I. INTRODUCTION
IONEERED by Amazon and accelerated by everincreasing e-commerce demand, Autonomous Mobile
Robots (AMRs) have seen increasing uptake over the past
years [1] as a cost-effective way to automate material handling [2]. The increased popularity of AMRs poses new challenges in efficiently and safely managing large heterogeneous
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fleets, in which robots may differ in dimensions, shapes, dynamic constraints, and capabilities [3]. This coordination problem has been tackled by the scientific community with both
centralized and distributed approaches [3]. In centralized approaches, a single decision-making entity collects global information on the fleet (e.g., tasks, positions, and paths of all
robots) and updates all robot actions accordingly. Global properties, such as safety and liveness guarantees or performance
optimization, can be enforced by reasoning about the fleet as a
whole but may require exponential computation [4]. Therefore,
to scale at large fleets, these methods often pose constraints on
the infrastructure, robot kinodynamics, geometries, controllers,
or all of the above. A centralized approach proposed by some of
the authors in [5] has shown that it is possible to scale to tens of
robots without imposing these unrealistic assumptions. However, communication uncertainty and/or real-time constraints
may limit the ability of maintaining up-to-date snapshots of the
fleet status [5], or of committing global plans [4]. To overcome
these limitations, research has focused on improving wireless
technologies towards ultra-reliable, low-latency communications [6]; co-optimizing robot motions and communication constraints [5], [7], [8]; developing coordination algorithms with
relaxed temporal requirements on communications [5], [9], [10];
decentralizing coordination to let robots autonomously decide
their future actions based on local information and communication with nearby robots [11]. Thanks to locality, in fact,
decentralized approaches are less prone to communication uncertainty. These methods can be made robust to lack of global
information and central unit faults [11], and scale more easily
to large fleets. However, they are less able to enforce liveness or
optimality. Different decentralized solutions have been proposed
in the literature, based on, e.g., resource-sharing protocols and
re-planning strategies [12]; autonomous motion planning and
conflict resolution based on removal strategies and private zone
mechanisms [13]; combination of optimal control with modelbased heuristics [14]; online planning order assignment and a
multi-step motion planning process [15]. Most of these methods
require the robots to travel along predefined paths and/or the
installation of additional infrastructure into the working environment (thus limiting flexibility and reconfigurability).
In this paper, we propose a novel distributed coordination algorithm that targets applications where motion planning, coordination and control are “loosely-coupled” [10], that is, the robots
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share a common environment, and may be asynchronously assigned online-posted individual goals. We build our work upon
the centralized, priority-based approach to multi-robot coordination proposed in [5] since validated formally and supported
by several projects with industrial partners, including Scania,
Epiroc, Bosch and Volvo [16]. Here, we exploit local inter-robot
communication to let robots 1) autonomously identify and revise
over time some of the future conflicting configurations along
their paths, and 2) autonomously coordinate their motions via
dynamic, heuristic-based precedence constraints. Our approach
has several unique properties: 1) robot motions and communications are asynchronous; 2) no particular requirement is imposed
on motion planners, e.g., paths can be computed on the fly by
each robot, or be extracted from a roadmap known to all; 3)
minimal requirements are imposed on robot controllers, which
only have to ensure bounded spatial tracking errors and the
ability to commit to dynamically feasible set point updates; 4) the
amount of information shared among the robots is minimized; 5)
robot precedence constraints can be dynamic and user-specified,
and are functions of time — hence robots can follow each
other along shared regions of the environment; 6) safety is
guaranteed, under the assumptions of reliable communication
and conservative kinodynamic models; 7) the approach scales
to large multi-robot fleets (tested with fleets of up to 100 robots)
while outperforming the original centralized method.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a multi-robot fleet R = {ri }N
i=1 of possibly
heterogeneous robots1 , each of which is associated with a
unique IDi ∈ N and a (possibly dynamic) priority πi ∈ N.
Each robot navigates in a bounded obstacle-free environment
W free ∈ R2 according to a conservative kinodynamic model
gi (qi , q̇i , q̈i , νi ) = 0, qi ∈ Qi , νi ∈ [ν i , ν̄i ], with Qi and [ν i , ν̄i ]
being the robot configuration and control space, respectively.
Let Wi : Qi → R2 be mapping of robot ri ’s configurations
to Cartesian space. Also, let Ri (qi ) ⊂ R2 be ri ’s collision
space when placed in configuration qi ∈ Qi and Qfree
= {qi ∈
i
Qi |Ri (qi ) ⊆ W free }. The symbol circ(G) indicates the radius
of the circle circumscribing the geometry G ⊂ R2 . Robots are
not required to be synchronized on a common Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC). Henceforth, the symbols t and ti refer to
the continuous global time and the robot local time, respectively.
The robots are equipped with an on-board, omnidirectional,
range-limited communication device which can be used for
coordination. We define ri ’s neighborhood Ni (qi , t) as the set
of all robots within its communication range Si (qi ) at time t,
that is, Ni (qi , t) = {rj ∈ R \ {ri }|Wj (qj (t)) ∈ Si (qi )}2 . We
assume all robots have the same communication radius ρ (see
Fig. 2a). Thus, ri ∈ Nj (t) ⇐⇒ rj ∈ Ni (t) for all t and for all
pairs (ri , rj ) ∈ R2 , i = j (i.e., communication is symmetric).
Each idle robot may be assigned an individual task, possibly
asynchronously posted, which involves moving from its current
to a target configuration qig ∈ Qfree
configuration qis ∈ Qfree
i
i .
We assume the set of robot targets {qig }N
to
be
well-posed
at
i=1
use the notation xi when the variable x is related to robot ri , and x, x̄,
x̃ to indicate lower/upper bounds and estimated values, respectively.
2 The dependency of N (q , t) on q will be omitted in the following.
i i
i
1 We

Fig. 1.

Preliminary definitions for coordination purposes.

each time, that is, the multi-robot trajectory planning problem
admits at least one feasible solution [17]. The objective is to
define a coordination algorithm which leverages local inter-robot
communication to compute and revise the robot trajectories so
that: (O1) collisions between robots never happen (safety); (O2)
all robots achieve their destination in finite time (liveness). The
proposed algorithm should be (O3) general to robots and robust
to uncertainties in trajectory execution.
III. METHOD
The centralized approach in [4], [5] and [10] fulfills O1–O3
by relying on decoupled motion planning and heuristicallyrevised precedence constraints to regulate access to and progress
through so-called critical sections, i.e., pairwise contiguous
overlapping configurations along the robots’ paths. In this paper,
we substitute the centralized algorithm with a local coordination
algorithm running on each robot.
A. Definition
We will use the symbols Tic and ki ∈ N to indicate each ri ’s
control period and discrete time. We assume each Tic is constant;
however, different robots may have different control periods.
Henceforth, let [ki ] indicate the time interval t ∈ [ki Tic , (ki +
1)Tic ] and [ki ] ∩ [kj ] refer to the intersection of time intervals
of robots ri and rj . All concepts presented in the following
paragraph are graphically shown in Fig. 1.
a) Paths: As in [10] and [5], robot paths are computed in
a decoupled fashion by motion planners that are private to the
robots. We use the symbol pi to refer to each robot ri ’s path;
let σi ∈ [0, 1] and γi be the arc length and the length of the path
pi , respectively. Each planning instance succeeds iff pi (0) =
for all σi ∈ [0, 1]. Let σi (t)
qis , pi (1) = qig and pi (σi ) ∈ Qfree
i
indicate the progress of the robot along path pi at time t.
b) Envelope chunks: To account for spatial uncertainties in
localization and control, we define the envelope chunk Ei [ki ]
as a set of spatial constraints [18] on the future configurations
along the path pi such that

Ri (pi (σi )) ⊆ Ei [ki ]
(1)
σi ∈[Li [ki ],Ui [ki ]]

with Li [ki ] = σi (ki Tic ), Ui [ki ] = Li [ki ] + δih , δih being the
chunk horizon. As we will see in Section III-D, the value of
δih affects safety and liveness and, thus, should be selected
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Fig. 2. Concepts of distributed coordination: (a) communication radii; (b) due to asynchronous communication, in the interval [kj ], robot rj will ignore ri ’s state
as communicated in any t ∈ [ki Tic , (ki + αi )Tic ), hence, the information considered by rj is at most αi Tic seconds old; (c) minimum completion time heuristic;
(d) robots may collide if they don’t reason about transmission delays.

coupled with the robot’s maximum velocity, control period and
communication range [9]. We require that Ei terminates with
a contingency maneuver di (qi , q̇i , q̈i , [ν i , ν̄i ], gi , t). Henceforth,
for simplicity, we assume that: 1) equality holds in (1) (i.e., the
envelope chunk is the sweep of the robot’s geometry over some
future configurations of its path); 2) the contingency maneuver
is a braking maneuver for all robots (which holds, e.g., with
car- and unicycle-like vehicles). Approaches based on safety
discs [19] may be used to extend the framework to plane-like
robots.
c) Critical sections: Let Ej [ki ] be the chunk of a neighboring
robot rj received at time ki . We define a critical section C ∈
C C
C
Ci [ki ] as the tuple C
i , ui , j , uj of continuous intervals of the
arc lengths σi and σj (along Ei [ki ] and Ej [ki ], respectively) such
C
C
C
that for every σi ∈ (C
i , ui ), there exists σj ∈ (j , uj ) such
that Ri (pi (σi )) ∩ Rj (pj (σj )) = ∅, and vice versa. Specifically,
C
C
i is the highest value of σi before robot i enters C, and ui is
the lowest value of σi after robot i exits C (analogously for j).
Critical sections in the set Ci [ki ] are ordered with increasing
values of C
i . Also, we use the symbol Cij [ki ] to indicate the
(ordered) subset of Ci [ki ] involving the pair of robots (ri , rj ).
Remarkably, 1) since communication is asynchronous, the pairs
(Ei [ki ], Ej [ki ]) and (Ei [kj ], Ej [kj ]) may differ for some t ∈
[ki ] ∩ [kj ], that is, C ∈ Cij (t)  C ∈ Cji (t) at all global times
t; 2) since communication is local, then there may exists a pair
(C, C ), C ∈ Cij [ki ], C ∈ Cij [ki + 1] such that C ∩ C = ∅, but
C C
C
C = C , i.e., entry and exit values C
i , ui , j , uj may change
for consecutive ki .
C
d) Precedence constraints: A precedence constraint C
i , uj
is a constraint on the temporal profile σi (t) such that σj (t) <
C
uC
j ⇒ σi (t) ≤ i , i.e. robot ri is not allowed to navigate beyond
C
its own arc length C
i until robot rj has reached arc length uj
along its path. Since the current chunks and hence sets Ci are
updated over time, robots can follow each other when possible
as in [10]. Coordinated decisions on precedence constraints can
be used to safely regulate the access and the progress throughout
each set Ci . Agreement on precedence orders (i.e., either robot
ri or robot rj may enter a shared critical section) is sought
via pairwise-shared heuristic functions hij (see Section III-D
for details). Similarly to our previous work, ordering decisions
which may not be communicated on time ([5]) or which may
not be physically realizable ([5] and [10]) are recognized by
each robot and filtered out (see Alg. 2 for details). This is
achieved by forward propagating the robot kinodynamics: we
define the decision point μ̃Δ
i [ki ] as the value of σi at which
the robot may safely stop (if required to) while assuming the
robot drives with maximum acceleration for Δ seconds and then

applies maximum deceleration till stopping, i.e.,
 Δ

Δ
−1
gi (qi , q̇i , q̈i , ν̄i , t) dt + di . (2)
μ̃i [ki ] = Li [ki ] + γi
0

Specifically, if Δ = Tic , then μ̃Δ
i [ki ] (upper) bounds the last
feasible point the robot can be safely required to yield in the
current period. Also, as in [5] conservative (upper) bounds of
clock de-synchronization (if clocks are synchronized among
robots) or network latency (w/o clock synchronization) and
sensing-actuation delays may be used to inflate the value Δ
of a quantity ζ so as to ensure safety with bounded inter-robot
communication delays.
e) Critical points: Let Ti [ki ] be ri ’s set of precedence conC
straints C
along the current Ei [ki ] which may require
i , uj
robot ri to yield for a neighboring robot rj . Let also
αi 

max (Tjc +ζ)/Tic 

rj ∈R\{ri }

(3)

be the maximum delay between Ei [ki ] and the local views
{Ei [kj ]}rj ∈Ni [ki ] of neighboring robots caused by asynchronous
communication (see Fig. 2b and Section III-D for details). We
define the critical point σ̄i [ki ] as

0
ki ≤ αi ,
σ̄i [ki ] =
,
U
[k
−
α
]}
ki > αi ,
min{C
i
i
i
i

arg min Ci ,uCj ∈Ti [ki ] C
Ti [ki ] = ∅
i
C
(4)
i =
1
otherwise
that is, the greatest value of σi along the current pi which can
be achieved without colliding with other robots.
f) Status: To enforce coordination, we require each
robot ri to broadcast at each ki its status si [ki ] =
IDi , πi , Ei [ki ], Σ̃i [ki ], μ̃Δ
i [ki ] . This contains a prediction of
the robot’s minimum-time trajectory traversed before the message is received, which consists in: 1) the robot chunk
Ei [ki ] with a proper δih defined according to Section IIID; 2) an estimated minimum-time temporal profile Σ̃i [ki ] =

σ∈[Li [ki ],Ui [ki ]] t̃i [σ], with t̃i [σ] being the estimated time to
achieve the arc length σ along the current chunk Ei [ki ]3 ; 3) a
proper future decision point μ̃Δ
j [ki ], whose value is computed
according to (2), with Δ defined as detailed in Section III-D.
3 We use infinite values when robot r is parked along another robot’s path
i
C
(let C
i = ui = 0 in such cases).
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B. The Coordination Algorithm
a) Main loop: Alg. 1 realizes each robot ri ’s high-level control
loop to compute, revise, and regulate access to critical sections
along its path. At each iteration, the algorithm receives as input
an updated robot state (qi , q̇i , q̈i ) and the last received status of
neighboring robots, both sampled at each ti = ki Tic , and newly
assigned goals (if the robot is idle). The current chunk Ei [ki ] is
updated according to (1) (line 5). Also, the last feasible point
the robot can be required to yield in the current period is revised
according to (2) with Δ = Tic and to the value of the critical
point at the previous iteration (lines 5–6). Then, the local set
of critical sections Ci [ki ] is computed by obtaining the pairwise
intersections of Ei [ki ] and the chunks {Ej [ki ]}rj ∈Ni [ki ] (line 8),
respectively. These, along with the revised status (line 7) and the
last ones received from neighboring robots, are used to revise
the critical point (lines 10–12), which is then forwarded to the
robot’s low-level controller (line 14). The future minimum-time
trajectory (line 15) and decision point (line 16) are then estimated
via forward propagation of the robot kinodynamics. Finally, the
new status message is broadcast (line 17).
b) Revise function: The core of the coordination algorithm is
Alg. 2, which revises the precedence constraint regulating access
to a critical section C ∈ Ci [ki ] according ri ’s own status and that
of the other robot rj involved in the critical section. For each
C ∈ Cij [ki ], if either robot ri cannot stop before the beginning
of the critical section in the current [ki ] or robot rj will not be
able to revise its decision at time [kj + 1] (with [ki ] ∩ [kj ]), then
the precedence constraint is set to let the constrained robot cross
the section first (lines 7–8). However, there exist cases in which
both such conditions do not hold (lines 1–6). As we will see in

detail in Section III-D, this situation may happen if the current
chunk ends in a critical section (line 1).
In all other cases, both the robots can safely be required to
stop before entering C. Thus, the precedence order is decided
according to a heuristic function hij (lines 9–10).
In this paper, we use the prioritized version of the Minimum
Completion Time (MCT) heuristic shown in Alg. 3. Specifically
(see also Fig. 2c), robots are first prioritized according to their
priority levels (lines 1–2). If this is not possible, the algorithm
tries to minimize the time required by the yielding robot to exit
the critical section (lines 5 and 6). Robot IDs are used to order
robots if the previous criteria do not provide an ordering (lines
5 and 7).
c) Complexity: Similarly to the original centralized approach,
Alg. 1 has a per-robot complexity which is linear in |Ci [ki ]|
(against the global complexity |C|, with C being the set of
all critical sections along the robots’ paths {pi }ri ∈R updated
in a centralized manner all at once when a new mission is
posted). Differently from [10], complexity is (upper-)bounded
by a fixed quantity and thus not affected by the length of
paths since |Ci [ki ]| ≤ γi δih /2circ(Ri )Cmi ,2 , with Cmi ,2 =
mi (mi − 1)/2 being the pairwise combinations of the maximum number of robots mi that can be in the communication
range Si .
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d) Communication load: The distributed coordination based
on
bandwidth equal to
 Alg. 1 requires a communication
c
ri ∈R |Ni | size_of{si }/Ti , |Ni | ≤ mi (bit/sec) against the
−1
c
N (size_of{sC
i }/Ti + size_of{σ̄i }TC ) (bit/sec) of the original
C
centralized approach, with si being the status message sent in
a centralized manner and TC being the period of the centralized
fleet coordinator. The larger the communication radius, the larger
|Ni | and mi and therefore the larger the complexity and the load
of the distributed framework.
C. Other Assumptions
Similarly to [5], the boundary conditions of our multi-robot
distributed coordination framework are the following:
A1) All robots are idle at time t = 0 and placed in a starting
configuration such that Ri (qi (0)) ∩ Rj (qj (0)) = ∅ for
all pairs (ri , rj ) ∈ R2 , i = j.
A2) Robots are not in motion when idle.
A3) The low-level controllers of all robots ensure: a)
bounded spatial errors such that Ri (qi (t)) ⊆ Ei (t), ∀t;
b) the ability to stop in dynamically feasible critical
points.
A4) Robots do not back up along their paths.
A5) Communication is asynchronous. In order to simplify
the analysis below, we also assume that it is ideal, that
is, messages are neither delayed nor lost (and therefore
ζ = 0). Note that, similarly to [5], the framework can be
extended to handle bounded communication delays by
setting ζ to be a conservative estimation of all transmission delays.
D. Considerations on Safety
Theorem 1 (Safety): Under the assumptions A1–A5, Alg. 1
with chunk horizons defined as
(5)
δih  γi−1 {Δv̄i Tic + d¯i },
and communication radius
ρ ≥ ρs , ρs 

max (ρsi + ρsj ),

(ri ,rj )∈R2

ρsi  circ(Ri ) + γi δih

∀ri ∈ R,

(6)

ensures that robots do not collide with each other if: a) Δ ≥
(1 + αi )Tic and precedence constraints are decided according
to shared heuristic and static information; b) Δ ≥ (2 + αi )Tic ,
with αi defined according to (3).
Proof: Collision may happen whenever there exists a pair
(σi (t), σj (t)) such that Ri (pi (σi (t)) ∩ Rj (pj (σj (t)) = ∅. Under A1–A5, the centralized approach is proved to be safe [5].
In a distributed framework, this property may not hold due
to asynchronous communication, data locality and/or loss of
agreement, each of which may cause wrong computations of
critical sections or of precedence constraints. Henceforth, let
the symbols (σ̂i , σ̂j ) refer to a pair of colliding configurations.
Due to A3.a, if a collision happens, then Ei (t) ∩ Ej (t) = ∅.
[Feasibility] A3.b and Alg. 2 with each robot’s own decision
point μ̃Δ
i [ki ] computed according to lines 5–6 of Alg. 1 ensure
feasibility, that is, robots can yield in their critical points if
required to.
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[Communication radius] If both (5) and (6) hold, then
Ei (t) ∩ Ej (t) = ∅ for each robot rj entering a robot ri ’s communication range (since ρsi ≥ circ(Ri ) + circ(Ei ), see Fig. 2a).
Also, both the robots may safely communicate to each other
their current chunk without colliding only if Δ ≥ (1 + αi )Tic (it
can be proved via worst-case analysis). Note that the addition of
circ(Ri ) and circ(Rj ) ensures avoiding collisions while entering
into the communication range, i.e., for all times t such that
circ(Rj (qj (t))) ∩ Si (qi (t), t ) ∧ Wj (qj (t)) ∈
/ Si (qi (t), t ).
[Asynchronous communication - 1] Each ri ’s local view at
time ki consists in its status si [ki ] and the last ones received by
αj
its neighbors {sj [ki ]}rj ∈Ni [ki ] , with sj [ki ] ∈ {sj [kj − β]}β=0
.
Each received sj [ki ] includes rj ’s estimated decision point
αj
Δ
μ̃Δ
j [ki ] ∈ {μ̃j [kj − β]}β=0 . Therefore, each ri can know the
last point its neighbors are able to yield in given their current kj
even when β = αj , only if Δ ≥ (1 + αi )Tic .
[Asynchronous communication - 2] Note that for each
[ki ] ∩ [kj ], each robot ri views all critical sections C ∈ Ei [ki ] ∩
Ej [kj − βj ], βj ∈ [0, αj ]. Therefore, ri may not see the critical
sections C ∈ Ei [ki ] ∩ Ej [kj ] \ Ej [kj − βj ], and hence possibly
collide with rj , as exemplified in Fig. 2d. The conditions
σ̄i [ki ] ≤ Ui [ki − αi ] (forced by (4)) and (3), A3 and A4 (which
implies Ui [ki ] ≤ Ui [ki + 1] for all ki ), is then necessary to
ensure robot ri can reach σ̂i only when all robots have received
a chunk containing σ̂i . As a consequence of constraining the
upper bound critical points, then σ̂i ∈ [Li [ki ], Ui [ki − αi ]] and
σ̂j ∈ [Lj [kj ], Uj [kj − αj ]].
[Correctness (with agreement)] If Δ = (1 + αi )Tic , then
each rj ∈ Ni [ki ] can safely stop at all σj ≥ μ̃Δ
j [ki ] in its current
[ki ]. For simplicity, let us assume both robots see a common C
C
at times [ki ], [kj ], [ki ] ∩ [kj ], i.e., C
i , ui ∈ Ei [ki ] ∩ Ei [ki − βi ]
C
C
and j , uj ∈ Ej [kj ] ∩ Ei [kj − βj ]. With reference to Fig. 2b,
robot rj at time [kj ] knows if ri can yield at C
i in [ki + αi ],
while robot ri knows if rj can yield at C in [kj ]. Assume both
can yield; if both robots decide to enter C (disagreement) and
drive with maximum acceleration, then a collision may happen.
Conversely, if only one robot rh ∈ {ri , rj } decides to enter C
(agreement) the other will safely yield in C
h [kh ]. Agreement can
be forced by using shared totally ordering heuristics based on
static information.
[Correctness (with disagreement)] Safety can be preserved
in case of disagreement while allowing at least one robot to be
informed and then revise its decision over a critical section according to the other robot behavior. This is achieved by choosing
C
Δ ≥ (2 + αi )Tic : with reference of Fig. 2b, μ̃Δ
j [ki ] ≤ i and
Δ
C
μ̃i [kj ] ≤ j and both the robots decide at [ki ] and [kj ] to enter
C, then robot ri can be informed on time and revise its decision at
time [ki + αi ]. Note that, if Δ ≥ (2 + αi )Tic allows to decouple
safety by agreement, disagreement may still affect performance,
causing deadlocking situations in which both robots wait for
each other, see Section III-E). Specifically, the more selfish the
two robots, the lower the probability that deadlocks will happen.
As shown in the next point, Alg. 3 seeks to minimize such
situations.
[Agreement] If each robot ri takes decisions at each ki
according to Σ̃i [ki − αi ] and Σ̃i [ki + 1] can only be delayed
w.r.t. Σ̃i [ki ] (i.e., Σ̃i [ki ] is an optimistic realization of the real
trajectory of the robot), then Alg. 3 may not ensure agreement.
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Deadlock situations and strategies to prevent (a)-(b) or recover (c)-(d) from them.

For simplicity, assume both robots see the same C. Each ri
takes decisions according to Σ̃i [ki − αi ] and Σ̃j [ki ] ∈ {Σ̃i [kj −
αj
β]}β=0
. A conflict may arise when both the robots decides to
have priority over C according to their local view, which may
happen only if there exists four slack variables k ≥ 0 such that
both the following equations hold:
τi |ki −αi ,kj −αj +

1

> τj |ki −αi ,kj −αj −

2

τi |ki −αi ,kj −αj −

3

< τj |ki −αi ,kj −αj +

4

which is always verified since 1 > − 2 − 3 − 4 . Therefore,
both the robots will try to minimize their completion times.
Selfishness decreases with a more recent (hence less optimistic)
trajectory Σ̃i [ki − β], β ∈ [1, αi ], in line 7 of Alg. 2. Note that
different views of C may affect the estimations of the times
C
t̃i (C
i ) and t̃j (j ). However, since robots may only progress
along their paths (A4), this may only slightly reduce selfishness.
[Clock de-synchronization] Note that, under the assumption that at least one status message sj [ki ] ∈ {sj [kj −
β]}rj ∈Ni [ki ] , β ∈ [0, αj ] is received from all ri ’s neighbors at
each time (A5), clock de-synchronization can only affect efficiency (i.e., τi and τj are affected by errors), not safety.
E. Considerations on Liveness
Assuming well-formed goals, data locality may cause loss
of liveness only due to deadlocks [4], i.e., cyclic precedence
assignments among robots over sets of critical sections. Two
types of deadlocks may occur: heuristic-induced (lines 9–10 of
Alg. 2) and locality-induced (lines 2–6 of Alg. 2).
a) Heuristic-induced: These deadlocks are caused by disagreement on a precedence order among two robots or by
the absence of a total order on pairwise overlapping configurations. Filtering precedence orders to enforce kinematic
feasibility (lines 7–8 of Alg. 2) may lead to the absence of
a total order among robots sharing overlapping critical sections, i.e., such that the distance between two critical sections in Ci [ki ] is less than one footprint (see Fig. 3a). This
loss of liveness may happen also while using totally ordering
heuristics [4] such as ordering robots according to their IDs.
We prevent these deadlocks by using a communication radius
ρ  max(ri ,rj )∈R2 (ρsi + circ(Ri ) + ρsj + circ(Rj )) > ρs and
a chunk horizon δih = γi−1 {Δv̄i Tic + d¯i + circ(Ri )}. As a consequence, each robot ri can always 1) recognize and 2) therefore
stop before accessing chains of overlapping critical sections in
Ci [ki ] such that ri has precedence in some but not all of them
(see Fig. 3b). Then, any totally ordering heuristic may be used
to unlock the deadlocked situation.
b) Locality-induced: These deadlocks may happen when
two robots access a shared region of the environment before
being aware of each other due to range-limited communication.

Theorem 1 ensures safety even in this situation (under a proper
choice of the chunk horizon and of the communication radius).
However, both robots would stop to avoid the collision, hence
potentially leading to deadlock (line 3 of Alg. 2).
Deadlocks may be globally prevented at exponential cost
by leveraging distributed constraint-based methods and infinite
horizons [20]. Aiming at large fleets, two strategies (prevention
and recovery) are shown in Fig. 3c-3d. The first (see Fig. 3c)
exploits (prioritized) replanning as proposed in [4]: the robot
with lower priority replans its path toward the goal while considering the other robots in its neighborhood as obstacles (line
5 of Alg. 2).
Replanning might fail when robots navigate in narrow environments, such as warehouse aisles (see Fig. 3 d). To overcome
the shortcomings caused by range-limited communication, as
in [13] and [21], we exploit a hierarchical solution based on local
coordinators responsible for scheduling access to each narrow
space. As a robot ri communicates a decision point μ̃Δ
i inside
the narrow space, the local coordinator shares this information
with any vehicle rj approaching in the opposite direction, and
establishes temporary one-way traffic, via a precedence constraint on rj . An example is shown in Fig. 3d, where access
regulation is depicted by traffic lights. Other strategies, e.g.,
based on multi-path evaluation [9] or on traffic-flow [22], may
be exploited in future work bias motion planning so as to avoid
head-to-head conflicts.
IV. EVALUATION
We validate our approach via simulations while focusing on
two main points: performance in terms of safety and liveness
(Test 1), and the gain in scalability while comparing the proposed
approach against the centralized coordinator of [10] (Test 2).
Selected moments of all simulations are shown in the video available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUtQvMW60Uc.
a) Setup: Paths were computed using sampling-based motion
planners (RRTConnect [23]). The conservative model gi is based
on a trapezoidal velocity profile with maximum velocity v̄i and
constant acceleration/deceleration ai . The prioritized version of
the Minimum Completion Time (MCT) heuristic (and hence
Δ = (2 + αi )Tic ) is used for all the tests, and narrow spaces
are handled by the local coordinator structure presented in Section III-E. All the tests ran on an Intel Core i5-5250 U dual-core
1.60 GHz processor with 8 GB 1600 MHz of DDR3 RAM. Alg.
1 is implemented in Java and available as open source4 .
b) Test 1 – Safety and liveness: This test was performed in
a simulated environment consisting of several rooms and tight
spaces (Fig. 4). We used a heterogeneous fleet of nine vehicles,
whose parameters are listed in Table I. Four different values of
4 https://github.com/miche-sr/DistributedFleets
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Fig. 4. Test 1: Nine robots in a realistic environment traveling from initial
poses to assigned goals (from left to right).

Fig. 6.
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Test 1: Example of an undesired locality-induced deadlock.

TABLE I
TEST 1: SAFETY AND LIVENESS

Robot parameters: r1 , r7 , and r9 : (v̄i , ai ) = (±4.0 m/s, ±2.0 m/s2 ) and Tic =
150 ms. Other robots: (v̄i , ai ) = (±3.0 m/s, ±1.0 m/s2 ) and Tic = 350 ms.

Column 3: (#sim.)−1 sim. |{C ∈ C : safe}|/|C|, with C being the set of all
critical sections computed in a centralized manner as in [10], [5].

Fig. 5. Test 1: Liveness and safety indices per robot with different communication radii.
 Unsafe critical sections for each robot ri are computed as
(#sim.)−1
|{C ∈ Ci : unsafe}|/|Ci |.
sim.

the communication radius have been tested: R1) ρ < ρs , where
we expect loss of safety; R2) ρ = ρs to ensure safety, computed
as in (6); R3) ρ = ρ to avoid heuristic-induced deadlocks; R4)
ρ > ρ where more information is shared. For each case, we
performed 10 simulations to obtain statistically meaningful results. The initial and final configurations are fixed, but the robots
follow different paths in every simulation. Tests are completed
only if there are no collisions and deadlocks. Results, displayed
in Table I, show: 1) the percentage of competed and safe tests for
each case R1–R4 (column 2 and 3); 2) the average percentage
of critical sections traversed without collisions among the 10
simulations (column 4). Statistics about each robot are shown in
Fig. 5 and report the number of completed tests and the average
percentage of the critical sections involving a collision.
c) Discussion: Results shown in Table I confirm the theoretical claim in Theorem 1 of provable safety for all cases in
which ρ ≥ ρs and empirically demonstrate that ρ ≥ ρl prevents
heuristic-induced deadlocks (see our considerations on liveness
in Section III-E). An interesting outcome is the reduction of total
completed tests for R4) w.r.t. R3): chunk horizons longer than ρl
alone are useless to prevent heuristic-induced deadlocks and may
not be effective to prevent locality-induced deadlocks. Specifically, all safe yet not completed tests in Fig. 5 when ρ ≥ ρ

Fig. 7. Test 2: Total execution time with different number of robots, different
coordination algorithms, and different goal assignment strategies.

were not completed due to the occurrence of locality-induced
deadlocks provoked by multiple robots waiting to access the
narrow space (see Fig. 6). However, this loss of liveness, caused
by a simplistic implementation of the access policy, might be
overcome by exploiting dedicated parking spots where robots
can wait without creating conflicts.
d) Test 2 – Scalability: We set up a simulation where N
homogeneous robots are equally spaced along a circle and travel
along its diameter. This scenario causes all paths to intersect
in a single choke-point in the center and therefore shows the
limitations of the centralized approach in terms of complexity.
The overhead of computing the global set of critical sections
causes the centralized coordinator to exceed its control period
TC and hence safety guarantees may be lost. Increasing TC to
regain safety reduces reactivity, thus leading to low performance.
Conversely, complexity is fixed in the distributed approach
and may be reduced due to the actual cardinality of Ni (see
Section III-B c). We present four scenarios: S1) C-Async: goals
are periodically assigned to idle robots (every 2 secs) and coordination is centralized; S2) D-Async: goal scheduling is the same
as in C-Async, but the robots are coordinated with Algorithm
1; S3) C-Sync: goals to robots are synchronously assigned and
coordination is centralized; S4) D-Sync: goal scheduling as in
S3 but coordination is distributed. S1–S4 have been tested with
N = {60, 80, 100} robots. The control period TC used by the
centralized coordinator is 2000 ms, whereas, in the distributed
approach each robot has a control period Tic = 350 ms. In each
test, we analyze: 1) the time to complete the simulation, 2) the
actual control period T̃C , 3) the time to compute the critical
sections tCS and 4) to update dependencies tdep . The total
execution times of each test S1–S4 are shown in Fig. 7. Tables II
and IV report the results in terms of maximum and average t̃C ,
tCS , and tdep (normalized w.r.t. the given control period TC ),
together with an evaluation of the number of cycles in which
the nominal control period TC was violated. Note that we do
not report max and mean values in C-Sync since all the critical
sections are computed at once in the first control cycle. The
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TABLE II
TEST 2: C-ASYNC

models, and a proper sizing of the communication radius. We
also demonstrate empirically that the approach scales better than
the centralized method from which it is derived. Future work will
focus on the development of distributed deadlock identification
and prevention/repair strategies, traffic-aware motion planning,
and on testing with real robots.
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